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At Rebellis Development Group, “Achievement Powered by 
Innovation” isn’t just our motto, it’s the foundation of our company. 

Achievement, Power and Innovation are the basis of our core values, 
it’s the standard we use to judge our actions. 

rebellisdg.com   |   (505) 508-2934

NAICS Codes:  518210 – 541330  - 541511 -  541512 -  541513 -  541519  
541611 -  541618 -  541690 -  541990 -  561210 -  611420 -  611430



Rebellis Development Group provides information technology, cyber 
security, and professional technology services to all sectors of government 
and private industry. We are an Albuquerque based, Service Disabled Veteran 
Owned Small Business (SDVOSB), Minority Owned Small Business dedicated 
to providing secure technology solutions that increase client effectiveness 
through intelligent and strategic methods. Our mission is to bolster our 
customer’s operations while focusing on affordability, customer service and 
team cohesiveness.  As your partners in business success, our services enable 
your organization to expand and grow. 

 
ABOUT US
From inception, Rebellis Development Group has been focused on delivering 
New Mexico Veterans and their families with competitive paying technology 
careers, offer the best benefit plans, and allow every team member the 
opportunity to make a positive contribution to the communities they work 
and live in. Our reputation is based upon a core set of standards that include:

■ Promoting a culture that inspires Achievement, Power and 
Innovation

■ Keeping our promises both to our personnel and clients

■ Employing industry experts

■ Providing excellent value and top-notch service that is both  
fair and just

■ Transparency in all our business dealings

Our leadership has over 50 combined years supporting major government 
(e.g. DOE, DoD, DOI) entities and commercial industry.   
We understand our clients’ needs and provide scalable, adaptable, reliable 
solutions under a very competitive price structure.  

SERVICES
 

I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y
Managed Services

Information Technology Service Management (ITSM)

Infrastructure and Storage

Network Operations

C Y B E R  S E C U R I T Y
Vulnerability Assessments 

Security Engineering

Regulatory Compliance

Identity and Access Management (IdAM)

P R O F E S S I O N A L  S E R V I C E S
Systems Integration

Compliance Auditing

Staffing Solutions

Solutions Architectures

Quality and Process Improvement

Program and Project Management

CORE VALUES
ACHIEVEMENT: Dedicated to successfully achieving goals by providing 
ideal resources and motivation. Motivating the team to courageously 
grasp challenges and risks with the implementation of new approaches. 
Embracing imaginative ideas that satisfy personal growth and self-worth.

POWER: Encourage our team to 
innovate strategies and decisions 
that are beneficially encompassing. 
Empower confidence, ownership, 
and forward thinking in decision 
making. Grow a stronger, faster and 
smarter team. 

INNOVATION: Cultivate an 
environment to enrich new idea 
growth. Facilitate proactive and 
forward-thinking methodologies 
into conceptual frameworks. Strive 
to be the difference maker.


